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Ought to be called EXCEPTIONAL Presentations This book is crucial read for anyone who uses
charts, graphs, or other data within their presentations. It reduces every decision you need to
make with regard to color, form, density, etc. and clear guidance. This book does an excellent
job of breaking down the components of a presentation and then offering simple fixes to
dramatically improve presentations. A little too short but helped me at work I am an analyst
but I actually don't normally give presentations. He also provides a number of resources for
making constant and engaging palettes, selecting fonts, and several other design ideas for
non-designers. All in all, this book is essential to making Remarkable presentations, not just
better presentations. Gets ideal to the idea, with practical tips I found this book very helpful -it's mercifully short and gets right to the point, with easy-to-implement, practical tips.
"Repairing" a slide deck isn't just about making better searching visualizations (though they
certainly help): Better Presentations hits the sweet spot between presentation structure,
design, and delivery, and makes what can feel just like a daunting skill to master immensely
accessible. A must go through for implementers and researchers seeking to rock their next
presentation As a visual analytics advisor at a large public health business, "Help me repair my
slide deck! Unlike a great many other presentation and visualization design books that focus
primarily on good examples from business (sales, income, KPIs, etc. Suddenly I've a reputation
as being a good presenter! Pretty amazing. I believe people see so many dry, text-heavy, notpracticed presentations at conferences, that folks who make just a little effort actually stick
out. Yeah, so anyway, buy this book!Edit: I just returned from a conference where I used these
tips in my presentations, and I acquired SO much positive responses. Do your homework and
learn from Schwabish's work to become better presenter! Probably many helpful for experts
who present at conferences, like me.Jon will an excellent job laying out an easy-to-follow
framework for approaching demonstration design, from overall movement to simple tweaks
anyone could make to a slide to create it easier for your viewers to connect to your tale. It had
been crazy.), There is his publication to be highly relatable for those working in social sector
programs and would recommend it to anyone seeking to rock their next big display. He writes
in a very readable and enjoyable way -- succinct and incisive. An extremely easy read with
lots of helpful tips! Anyone-and imply ANYONE-who gives presentations (even occasionally)
should personal/read this publication! The online site (with templates etc) was of little use.".
He said "Do it !". It forces the presenter to think strategically about what they're trying to
mention and has a step by step guide to make visual presentations even more engaging and
obvious for audience members. Must Buy for Public Speaking Schwabish's book is a must
read for public speaking. Five Stars Really helpful book! I think this reserve is for anyone
offering PowerPoint presentations today who's ready to take their presentation to another
level. A great browse which will make your presentations much better. Great book that's
clearly written and well-organized. Jon provides amazing examples of each stage he makes,
walking the reader through various choices to make the presentation more very clear,
concise, legible, and impactful. I could see a big difference in the standard of my
presentations after scanning this. Every researcher can purchase this book This book is by far
the best book for improving presentations for researchers. This is particularly accurate for
economists and other social researchers. The writing is obtainable (the book is definitely
usable by both Powerpoint and non-Powerpoint users), and the advice can be quickly
translated into improved outcomes. Even for experienced folk I am extremely experienced
and make great presentations however the book was as effective as its guarantee and offered
many useful tips. I said "Boss, please, I don't do presentations! Helpful for inspiration and

instruction I keep Jon's book near by at work. It could be great help when my graphs simply
don't look quite right, and I want to make sure they are better. I also use it to provide me what I
need when making suggestions to people of my team. The book is maybe a little too brief and
may provide more practical good examples but it helped me. I QUICKLY sought out a book to
help me in the fulfillment of the arduous task. There's nothing worse than viewing a dried out
presentation." is one of the most common requests I get from colleagues. Concise and to the
point. One day my boss comes to me and says "Prepare a presentation!". Five Stars Excellent
book. Useful, well-written, EXCELLENT! Very helpful The reviews were on target, the book is
well put together, easy to follow, and offers practical guidance.
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